




The Biotech Botanical Garden of Ibiza, 
a place to observe, learn, unwind, 

enjoy the nature of Ibiza and 
Formentera through biotechnology. 
Participants will learn about the 

world's first vegetal piano! Experience 
one of a kind in Europe's most 
innovative botanical park!

In the Botanical Garden, the 
participants will be invited 

for a very special introduction 
where they will learn how a 

hive operates through a mobile 
observatory. 

The ride will be on electric 
cars to get to the nature even 

closer ! 



Your group will find a space with no routine.
A space where they create, learn, share and look out for 

themselves.
Workshops where they will learn how to make a botanical 
flower arrangement pressing, solid air freshener and a 

solid shampoo.
All made from local and ecological products.



BACK TO THE 
60S



Travelling back to the 60s 

at the wheel of a Mehari, 

Ibiza's vintage car, and 

discovering the picturesque 

and colorful markets of 

Ibiza, where your group can 

buy all kinds of handcrafted 

items. During our hippie 

workshops, the group will 

have the chance to create 

their own "Senallons 

Eivissencs¨ (beach basket), 

necklaces, bracelets and 

canvas bags; accompanied by 

our local expert.



The experience will end in 

a restaurant at a chill out 

atmosphere with a “street 

food” gourmet market to 

enjoy an exceptional sunset 

in San Antonio.

Three different spaces, the 

chill-out, the lounge and 

the restaurant, where they 

can enjoy a relaxed dinner.



THE LOGOUT
EXPERIENCE 



Looking for team work and creativity? Why not painting an

original and fun car?

A networking activity where graffiti is used as a way of

creativeness and where the realization of an artistic work opens

an abstract vision of the mind to the group that participates,

achieving better professional results for the individual and the

company in a surprising, fun way, and with Innovative

experiences that generate a great visual impact.



This schooner boat is undoubtedly one of the most beautiful options to

navigate the coast of Ibiza. A unique and relaxing perspective to the sound

of the waves that your group will enjoy at full, ending with a spectacular

sunset at one of Ibiza's finest restaurants, surrounded by a colorful

seaside setting and with breathtaking views of the famous Ibiza’s coast!

The chef offers high quality fusion cuisine, enough to delight the taste

buds!





Aboard a classic wooden exploration boat, known as the "go Londrina". the 

activity will allow the group to discover the most beautiful coasts of 

Ibiza, a guided diving tour accompanied by a local expert to know the 

different marine species and learn more about the ecology and the marine 

environment of the Mediterranean Sea. Finally, enjoy a delicious lunch on 

the boat made with local products.



A Glamping luxury night!
After a long afternoon in the
sea, the group is invited to
disconnect among the trees of
Ibiza with local gastronomy
over wood fire, an astronomy
session and later rest in the
warmth of their tents...
Then, get up early in the
morning with a yoga session
to welcome the sun and start
the day with fresh air from
the white island.



THE GOURMET
EXPERIENCE



The experience starts with a visit to 
an authentic "Ibiza´s house", 
surrounded by olive trees that 

produce their 100% ecological extra 
virgin olive oil in the heart of the 
island. Then a passage through the 
mill which is one of the few active 
mills of this type on the island, the 
participants will receive a complete 
explanation of the process involved 
in the elaboration and will end with 

a tasting of their production.



They will learn how to do the traditional "flaó" cake of Ibiza and 
Formentera accompanied by our expert chef in local and traditional 
pastry. During this experience, the group will learn about the 

culinary habits of the island and finally end the day with a unique 
tasting in a new restaurant located in a private palace, in the 
heart of the city of Ibiza, that will astonish the five senses!



SAY YES

TO NEW 

EXPERIENCES! 

ONLY BY

ISLANDBRIDGE EVENTS
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